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Enemy health points (HP).

Enemy type, either Ranged or
Frontl ine.

Enemy abil ity text.

Range.
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Hero Sheets

Hero health points (HP).

Hero skil ls.

Rampage Track and Rampage
Abil ity.
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Hero Stands/Stickers

Additional Components

Demolitionist
Mine Token

Rampage Cubes Attack Dice Placement Die Squad Tokens

Firestarter
Tokens

Armor
Tokens

Damage
Tokens

Reinforcement
Track Token

General Sheets

General health points (HP).

General setup/abil ities, always in
effect

General Attack, only performed
when general is in play
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Unfold the game board and place it such that is in reach of al l players.

Each player chooses a hero (or heroes) based on the number of players:

2 Players : 2 Heroes per player
3 or 4 Players : 1 Hero per player

Players take their hero's sheet and stand. I f the Demolitionist is selected, that player also takes the
mine token. Place the hero stands on the squad space numbered with 1 and 8.

Place a number of Squad Tokens on the Squad Lives track (from left to right) based on the difficulty you
would l ike to play: Normal - 5 Tokens, Hard - 3 Tokens, Heroic - 1 Token

Select a single general from the general cards to play against (I f this is your first game, we recommend
the Firestarter). Place the chosen general facedown near the game board and return the remaining
general cards to the game box. Retrieve the corresponding general sheet and place it faceup near the
game board. Players should famil iarize themselves with the chosen general 's special abil ities and/or
setup instructions. I f this is a 3 Player game, place 7 damage in tokens on the general sheet.

Randomly select 3 l ieutenant cards and return the remaining l ieutenant cards to the game box. Place
the l ieutenant cards face down on top of the general card. This forms the Vil lain Deck.

Shuffle al l of the enemy minion cards and place them near the game board. This forms the Minion
Deck.

Based on the number of heroes being played, draw and place minions from the minion deck using the
8-sided placement die (see “3. Place Reinforcements Pile” on page 4 for more on placing enemies):

3 Heroes – Place 4 Minions
4 Heroes – Place 6 Minions

Form the reinforcements pile by drawing minions from the minion deck equal to the number of heroes
being played, and placing them into a facedown pile by the game board.

Place the reinforcements track token at the "Start" location on the reinforcements track.

The player who has most recently seen an action movie goes first. Hand them the first player token.
You are ready to play!

Setup
1 .

Overview

Last Stand is a cooperative game in which players assume the role of action heroes holding their
ground against a battal ion of enemy forces. Surrounded, the squad must work together using their
unique skil ls in order to survive the onslaught and defeat the enemy general.

Objective

In order to win, players must defeat the enemy faction's general. Players wil l have to survive against
hordes of minions and lieutenants unti l the general has no choice but come out and to take matters
into their own hands. I f the heroes can take down the general before being running out of time and
being overrun, the heroes win!
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Example Setup: 4 Heroes, Normal Difficulty

Vil lain
Deck

Minion
Deck

Reinforcements Pile
(4 minions)
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1. Hero Turns: The player with the first player
token performs up to 3 actions with their hero. Play
then passes to the left unti l al l heroes have taken a
turn. (See Hero Actions on page 5)

I - Squad Phase

II - Enemy Assault Phase
1. Attack With Enemies: During this phase,
enemies on the board attack the heroes. Enemies
attack in order, starting with the 'Frontl ine 1 ' space
and then moving clockwise around the Frontl ine
spaces (i.e. - Frontl ine 1 , Frontl ine 2, Frontl ine 3,
and so on). Once all Frontl ine spaces have been
accounted for, perform the same procedure for the
Ranged spaces, starting with the 'Ranged 1 ' space.
I f there is no enemy in a space, that space is
ignored. When all enemies have attacked, the
enemy assault phase is over.

When performing most enemy attacks, refer to an
enemy's Range and Power shown on their enemy
card. I f no hero is in range of an enemy's attack
(refer to targeting rules on page 6), that enemy is
ignored. I f one or more heroes are in range of an
enemy, the player with the first player token rol ls a
number of attack dice equal to that enemy's power.
Every die result that is 4 or greater counts as a
damage toward the targeted hero. I f there are
multiple heroes in range of an enemy attack, the
hero with the most health is the target. In case of a
tie, players decide which hero receives the attack.

NOTE: Some enemies alter the standard attack
rules. For example, the Sniper minion targets the
hero on the board with the lowest health. Always
read all text on an enemy card to determine the
appropriate attack.

IMPORTANT: Once the General card has entered
play, refer to the 'ATTACK' abil ity l isted on the
General sheet when performing their attack. The
General does not perform this attack abil ity unti l
their card is on the board, as part of the standard
attack order. The other General abil ities l isted on
the sheet are always in effect.

1. Increment Reinforcements Track: Move the
reinforcements track token to the next space of the track.
I f it is moved onto the skull at the end of the track, the
game immediately ends and the heroes lose.

2. Check For Lieutenant/General Placement: I f the
reinforcements track token is on a Lieutenant ("Lt")
space, draw the top card of the vil lain deck. Read the
Lieutenant card and add the l isted number of minions (if
any) to the current reinforcements pile. Then, place the
Lieutenant according to the standard enemy placement
rules (shown in step 3 below).

I f the track token is not on a Lieutenant space and all
Lieutenants from the vil lain deck have been defeated,
draw the General card and place it according to the
standard enemy placement rules.

3. Place Reinforcements Pile: The top card of the
reinforcements pile is revealed and the 8-sided
placement die is rol led. The enemy is then placed in the
space on the board corresponding to their type (Frontl ine
or Ranged) and the die value that was rol led. I f the
space is already occupied, the enemy is instead placed in
the next available space (moving clockwise around the
board). This process is repeated unti l there are no
enemies left in the reinforcements pile.

EXAMPLE: A ranged enemy is drawn and the placement
die is rol led with the result of a 7. There is already an
enemy card in the 'Ranged 7' space, as well as the
'Ranged 8' space. However, the 'Ranged 1 ' space is
available, so the enemy is placed there.

I f a minion is drawn and cannot be placed due to all
spaces of that type being occupied, heroes suffer an
Overwhelming Assault. Discard the minion, and all
heroes on the board take 1 damage. I f placing
Lieutenants or the General, their card instead replaces
the enemy on the game board in the space rol led with the
placement die, and the replaced enemy is discarded. All
heroes on the board sti l l suffer 1 damage.

4. Create New Reinforcements Pile: Draw enemies from
the minion deck equal to the number of heroes being
played, placing them face down into a pile by the game
board. This forms the new reinforcements pile.

5. Pass First Player Token: The player with the first
player token passes it to their left.

I I I - Reinforcements Phase

Game Turn Order
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MOVE
Players may, for 1 or more actions, move their
hero. Heroes may only move to a squad space
adjacent (up, down, left, right) to their current
space. Heroes may not move onto an enemy
space, nor move diagonally, unless a hero skil l
al lows it.

Hero Actions

Defeating Enemies
I f a hero deals damage to an enemy equal to or
greater than its remaining health points, that
enemy is defeated. Perform the fol lowing:

1 . Remove the enemy from the board and
place it in the enemy discard pile.

2. Add a rampage cube to the hero's character
sheet (up to a maximum of 3).

Defeated Lieutenants are treated exactly the
same as defeated enemies.

IMPORTANT: Heroes do not receive rampage
tokens for defeating enemies with rampage
abil ities.

Being Knocked Down
When a hero has received damage that is
greater than or equal to their remaining health
points, that hero is considered "knocked down."
Perform the fol lowing:

1 . Turn the hero's stand on its side, indicating
that the hero is knocked down.

2. Remove a squad token from the "Squad
Lives" section of the game board (from right to
left). I f there is no token to remove, the heroes
lose the game.

A hero that has been knocked down must either
be revived by a fel low hero, or use the "Stand
Up" action during their next turn.

SKILL ACTIONS
Each hero has a set of their own unique skil ls
that may be performed as actions during their
turn. Some skil ls require a hero to attack with a
certain Power. The hero rol ls a number of
attack die equal to that skil ls Power. Every die
result that is 4 or greater counts as a damage
toward the targeted enemy or enemies. Unless
stated otherwise on a skil l , a skil l may be used
multiple times in a single turn, as long as a hero
sti l l has actions left to use.

RAMPAGE
Each hero has a unique 'Rampage' abil ity, with
a corresponding rampage track on their hero
sheet. There are 3 red, circular spaces for
rampage cubes on all hero sheets. Each time a
hero defeats an enemy with one of their Skil l
Actions, that hero adds a rampage cube to their
hero sheet. Once 3 rampage cubes have been
added to a hero's sheet, they gain access to the
powerful rampage abil ity l isted below it. A
hero's rampage abil ity may only be used on
their turn. Rampage abil ities do not cost an
action to use, and may be used after a hero's
normal 3 actions have been spent. Once a
rampage abil ity has been used, the player
removes the rampage cubes from the hero
sheet. Defeating enemies with rampage
abil ities does not generate rampage tokens.

REVIVE
Players may, for 1 or more actions, revive a
hero that has been knocked down. Both heroes
must be in the same squad space. The hero
being revived stands upright, and removes all
damage tokens from their character sheet. The
hero that performed the revive action gains a
rampage cube.

STAND UP
If your hero is knocked down, then they must
perform the 'Stand Up' action. The player
stands their hero upright and removes all but 2
damage from their character sheet. This counts
as 1 action.
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Targeting with Hero Skills and Enemy Attacks

ADJACENT TARGETS
Adjacent targets involve enemies/spaces/quadrants
that are directly beside (up/down/left/right) the hero's
position.

Example: The green outl ines denote enemy spaces
that are adjacent to the Brawler, while the red
outl ines denote quadrants that are adjacent to the
Brawler.

When using Hero skil ls or Rampage Abil ities to attack enemies, targeting wil l vary depending on the
skil l being used. See "Adjacent Targets" and "Targets within X Spaces" below. I t should be noted
that hero/enemy targeting is not blocked by the presence of other heroes/enemies.

Enemy attacks only ever target spaces in a l ine directly in front of them, unless otherwise specified in
their card text. Refer to each enemies 'Range' number on their character card to determine the
number of spaces an enemy's attack can reach. When counting Spaces, include both enemy and
squad spaces directly in front of the enemy. In the example image below, the Rifleman, who has a
Range of 3, would attempt to target the hero with the most health within the spaces labled with the
blue 2 and 3.

TARGETS WITHIN X SPACES
Skil ls that require targeting an enemy within a certain
number of spaces are always performed in straight
l ines, unless a hero skil l says otherwise.

Example: The Femme Fatale's 'Focused Shots' ski l l
targets enemies within 2 spaces. The spaces
marked with yellow outl ines indicate the potential
targets for the Femme Fatale, and the number of
spaces away that they are.
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QUADRANTS
A quadrant is a block containing 4 enemy spaces.
There are 4 quadrants surrounding the hero's squad
spaces. In the example image to the right, 2 of the 4
quadrants are circled in red.
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Some enemies have specific keywords in their abil ity text. These keywords are identified by their
bolded font. The possible enemy keywords include:

AMBUSH
When the enemy is placed, it immediately performs an attack (based on the enemy's range and
power) that deals its damage to all heroes in range.

CHARGE
Before an enemy with Charge performs an attack, if they are not in a frontl ine space, they attempt to
move into the frontl ine space directly in front of them, if available. They then perform their standard
attack.

IMMOVABLE
Once placed, the enemy cannot be moved using hero abil ities.

RETALIATE
After receiving damage, if the enemy is sti l l undefeated, it immediately performs an attack.

Enemy Keywords

Timing Conflicts
Certain actions from heroes or enemies may sometimes occur simultaneously during a game, such
as two actions occuring "At the Start of the Squad Turn." Players may choose the order by which to
resolve the simultaneous actions.

Losing The Game
The players lose the game if the Reinforcements Track token advances to the final track space
(skul l), or if a hero is knocked down and there are no more squad tokens on the Squad Lives track to
remove.

Armor Tokens
Some actions wil l cause characters to gain armor tokens. Armor tokens act l ike health points. When
a target that has armor receives damage, armor tokens are removed (1 for each point of damage)
unti l there are no armor tokens left. Then the remaining damage is dealt to the target.

Out of Position Enemies
Some hero skil ls require an enemy target to be "out of position." An enemy is out of position if they
are occupying an enemy space on the board that does not match their type. For example, if a Sniper
Minion is moved or placed onto a frontl ine space, that Sniper Minion is now considered out of
position.
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